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                                         Staying Warm During Cold Weather Rides 

 

 

The cold weather riding season has slowly arrived.  Here are some thoughts that might make a cold 

                                      weather ride safer and more comfortable. 

 

 

 

1.Why We Get Cold 

 

The primary reason we get cold when riding, even if well-dressed is because we generate little heat 

when sitting still in the saddle.  Physical exertion or movement is what generates heat. 

 

We may start out on the ride warm and comfortable but as we sit on the bike and move through the air, 

our body cools due to the lack of exertion and wind chill. The longer and faster we ride, the colder we 

will become.  

 

2. Dressing Properly 

 

Dressing warmly will slow the heat loss but it will not stop or prevent it. Heat loss isn’t and if as much 

as a when. You will get cold and this is more than a comfort issue, it’s a safety issue. A cold tense rider 

is not a safe rider.  Situational awareness is decreased and thinking and reflexes slow down.   

 

Exposed skin causes heat loss.  Even breathing contributes to heat loss.  Additionally, there is heat loss 

due to leakage through your clothing. Riders need to provide a wind proof barrier to stay warm. 

 

Not good.  So what do we do? We develop a cold weather management system. I recommend a two 

part system; an external wind barrier and an internal wind barrier.  This means dressing in layers with 

each layer having a specific purpose.  

 

From the outside in……….here it is: 

 

      a.Weatherproof Layer 

This layer keeps the weather out and it’s essential these garments be wind proof.  Try wearing a 

rain jacket over your riding jacket, which should be a good cold weather protective jacket. 

 

b.Insulating Layer 

   Under your riding jacket wear another wind stopping layer.  This will keep warm air close to your 

   body and the cold air off. Low tech wool and hi tech fleece are good materials for this layer. 

 

c.Base Layer 

   The base layer garment should be made of silk, polyester, or other synthetic material and fit snug 

   to the body. Do not wear cotton as it is too moisture absorbent.  Over this a heated vest or jacket 

   liner will help keep you warm and dry. 



 

3. Other Considerations 

 

a. Wear a full face helmet with neck gator and/or mask 

b. Have warm comfortable cinching gloves with inserts 

c. Wear a heated vest and other heated clothing 

d. Plug air leaks wherever possible, neck, jacket sleeves, leggings 

e. Rain pants or good quality leather riding chaps are a must 

f. Good boots with layered socks 

g. Heated hand grips are a plus 

 

 

If you are shivering, try to find a place to stop and thaw out. Shivering is proof you are not dressed 

warmly enough and indicates your core body temperature has dropped below 97*F.  Any further riding 

will further lower your core temperature, diminish concentration, slow reflexes, and motor skills will 

become clumsy and imprecise. 

 

And finally, should you find yourself shivering and without the proper clothing, newspaper and plastic 

bags can be utilized.  Shove the newspaper down your jacket, wrap your neck with plastic the bag, and 

grab a cup of coffee and don’t forget the lesson you’ve just learned. 


